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Our clay set is the world’s largest DIY Clay set appealing 
to both children and adults. We are dedicated to develop 

the most useful art & craft sets with reasonable and 
accessible pricing. The tools and accessories in the set 
are planned by clay artists with a goal to break the limits 

of creativity. 
Genova Art is an international wholesale art & craft 

materials supplier with locations in Turkey, Hong Kong, 
China and the United States. CraftyClay is our modeling 
clay brand and represented by Antallia Enterprises Inc. in 

the United States.

CraftyClay is one of the best family fun and group 
activity sets in the market. With one gift, all family can 

enjoy together. 
Kids love to play the clays together with parents. And 
modeling clays are very interesting and enjoyable for 

adults as well.

“One Gift – All Smiles” Concept

About Us
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01. police car

Make a big cuboid and a small one and 
stick them together as shown in the picture

Make four windows as shown in the 
picture

Use scissors to cut the ovals into 
trapezoids

Make ovals and press them plat with 
your palms

Paste the windows onto the police car
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Paste them onto the window edges 
and cut the excessive parts

Make four long and thin strips

Paste the trapezoid onto the car frontMake a cylinder, press it plat and cut it 
into a trapezoid

The windows are finished

Make two ovals and press them flat
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Make a strip and shape it into a car 
plate; make two small circles as lamps

Make two big and two small circles and 
paste them onto the car front as lamps

The police car is doneMake two short str ips and paste 
them onto the centers of left and right 
windows

Make two water drops, press them flat 
to make rear mirrors and paste them in 
the way shown in the picture
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Make four balls of the same size, 
slightly press them into tires and paste 
them on the two sides of the car

Paste the ovals onto the door areas

Make a long strip and three shorter 
ones and stick them together to make 
the police light as shown in the picture

Use the impressing tool to impress 
treads on the tires as shown in the 
picture

Make four smaller balls, press them flat 
and paste them into the tier centers

Paste the light onto the car roof
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03. rocket

As shown in the picture, make a 
shuttle, small circles and a water drop

Make windows using the small circles 
and paste them on sides

Paste the red water drop to the rocket 
bottom as flame

As shown in the picture, make three 
triangles and slightly press them

Paste the yellow triangles onto the 
rocket
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02. plane

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

Make two engines on each sideMake engines by pasting flattened 
circles onto the small water drops as 
shown in the picture

Use the biggest water drop to make 
the fuselage and the medium ones to 
make wings and paste them as shown 
in the picture

Make windows using the blue clay and 
paste them in the way shown in the 
picture
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Paste  the  smal l  c i rc le  on to  the 
semicircle top and surround it with a 
strip

Impress lines on the two semicircles

Paste it in the way shown in the pictureImpress lines on the white hull strip

Surround it in the way shown in the 
picture

Paste the six circles on the two sides, 
with three on each
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04. ship

Make three ovals of different sizes and 
slightly press them

Stick the three ovals together in the 
order shown and impress lines on the 
bottom with the impressing tool

As shown in the picture, make three 
strips and six circles

Make two semicircles and one small 
circle and press them slightly

Encircle the hull with the strip
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05. car

Prepare the materials as shown in the 
picture

Encircle the car front with the white 
strip and paste the lamps

Paste the seat onto the car body and 
paste the car front parts

Slightly press the cuboid front end 
with a finger to shape a seat, which is 
shown in the picture

Make tires the way as shown in the 
picture
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Paste it the way shown in the pictureMake the pole the way shown in the 
picture

Paste them the way shown in the 
picture

Make cuboids and press them flat to 
make sails

Cut aluminum wires short and wrap 
them with white clay

The ship is done
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06. jeep

Paste them as shown in the picturePrepare materials as shown in the 
picture

Paste doors
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Stick them together as shown in the 
picture to make the cab

Press the three long strips flat

Paste the wheels to the two sidesPaste the two small ovals to the cab

Paste it to the seat front

Make the fender and the car is done
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Paste the black strip to the front as the 
bumper

Paste the small blue rectangle to the 
big one
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07. fire truck

Prepare the required materials as 
shown in the picture

As shown in  the  p ic tu re ,  pas te 
windows, front decorations and roof

Paste the wheels the way shown in the 
picture

Paste the two cuboids into the body 
and make wheels

Paste the warning lights to the roof
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Place the seats into the jeepPaste the plate to the frontPaste the wheels to the two sides

Paste the lamps to the front and back
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08. tank

As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials

Use brown strips to encircle the tiresUse the impressing tool to impress 
treads on the tires

Using the tool to hole the tires

Make tank tracks as shown in the 
picture
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Paste the long strip to the columns as 
the railing

Use yel low clay to make lamps, 
encircle the windows with black strips 
as frames and paste the seven short 
columns to the roof

Make a ladder stand and paste it to 
one side of the truck

Place the ladder on the truck top

Make the ladder the way shown in the 
picture

Encircle the truck body with the yellow 
and white strips to complete the truck
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Paste the balancing stand the way 
shown in the picture

Pick the parts for making the launcher

Paste the launcher to the tank top to 
complete the tank

Make the launcher body
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Paste the ovals and water drops the 
way shown in the picture and impress 
patterns on them

Paste the tracks to the two sides of the 
body

Use the flattened strip to encircle the 
column

Make the rear fender

Paste accessories to the two sides of 
the body

Make the other parts as shown in the 
picture
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10.school bus

Prepare the materials as shown in the 
picture

Paste small circles to the red ones and 
impress lines on them

Paste the roof to the body top and 
paste windows

Use fingers to press one end of the 
cuboid to shape the bus front

Paste brown strips to the bus as 
decorations
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09. beetle

Prepare the required materials as 
shown in the picture

Paste short strips to the tire top as 
wheel brows

Encircle the flattened water drops and 
rectangles with strips

Paste small circles to the big ones to 
make tires and impress treads on them

Paste the plate, lamps and bumper to 
complete the beetle
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11.train

Prepare the required materials as 
shown in the picture

Paste the strip around the columnMake a roof over the cab top and paste 
it the way as shown in the picture

Impress patterns on the window and 
paste it to the cab

Paste it to the cab front
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Install the bumper and platePaste the tires to the two sides of the 
bus

The school bus is finished

Install lamps and water drop-shaped 
rear mirrors
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Connect the three shafts using the 
black strip

Make wheel shafts as shown in the 
picture

Paste three strips to the trapezoid as 
front fenders

Paste it the way as shown in the 
picture

Make the chimney as shown in the 
picture

Paste the fenders to the front to 
complete the train
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12.little car

Make three cuboids and combine them 
together

Make four small balls and shape them 
flat into wheels

Use pink clay to make rear mirrors and 
white and blue to make windows

Make a wide flattened strip as the door 
and encircle the body with a long strip

Paste the wheels and other accessories 
to the car to complete the steps
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01.little sheep
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Mix and knead blue and white clay to 
create the sky blue, use white and gray 
clay to make little stones and green 
clay to make conical grass

Fix the head and horns and paste them 
onto the body

Use white clay to make a cylinder as 
the sheep body and knead black clay 
into the head, horns, limbs and tail 

Paste the shaped pond onto the 
grassland and place the little stones 
along the pond

Pierce two nostrils on the sheep using 
a knife and paste the eyes
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The sheep is doneMake a few white strips, twine them 
into wool shape and paste them onto 
the body

Paste the fence as the last stepMake a fence

Paste the sheep and grass onto the 
lawn
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02.owl
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Prepared the clay parts needed for 
making an owl

Paste the eyes and noseAfter pasting the belly, use a knife to 
carve the pattern on the belly

Joint the head and talons.

Make the pattern on the head top to 
complete the steps.
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03.tiger

Make a cuboid and cut an opening on 
two ends using scissors

Paste the black strips onto the bodyBend the clay manually as shown in 
the picture to complete the tiger body

Split the opening

Join the ball-shaped head to the body

5
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Make the pattern on the headMake eyes and ears and paste them to 
the head

Make a tail to complete the tigerMake whiskers after joining the nose 
and mouth

Make the nose and mouth the way 
shown in the picture
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04.pig

Prepare the clay parts needed as 
shown in the picture

Make limbsMake a nose for the pig and use tools 
to pierce nostrils

Join the ears and body

Make a tail to complete the pig
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05.cat
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Prepare the clay parts needed for 
making a cat

Paste the tailMake the five sense organs for the cat

Paste the ears

Continue to paste the limbs and bell to 
complete the cat
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06.dinosaur

As shown in the picture, prepare all the 
clay parts for making a dinosaur

Properly adjust the bodyMake the body as shown in the picture

Make the head

Joint the head and body
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Make eyes and paste them to the right 
area

Use white clay to make the belly

Continue to use the knife to carve the 
pattern on the feet

Use a knife to carve stripes on the 
belly

Make the backbone

The dinosaur is completed
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07.cock

Make a cone and use scissors to 
shape serration

Continue to paste the tail, wings and 
beak

Joint the cock head to the body

Prepare the clay parts as shown in the 
picture

Make claws and the comb, join all the 
parts together and the cock is done
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08.koala
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Prepare the clay parts as shown in the 
picture

Paste the body to the headPaste the eyes and nose

Paste the ears and head together

Paste the limbs and tail and draw the 
pattern on the limbs to complete the 
koala
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09.nemo

Prepare the clay parts needed as 
shown in the picture

After shaping the mouth, place the 
finished pattern on the body

Paste them the way shown in the 
picture

Make white rectangles and black strips

See the picture
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Encircle the fins with black stripsMake the pattern on the fins

Joint the parts togetherPlace them on the body

Make eyes

It is done
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10.elephant

Prepare the clay parts needed

Joint the ears and headMake the trunk

Make the ears as shown in the picture

Paste the trunk
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Make limbsCont inue to paste the eyes and 
eyebrows

It is doneSee the picture

Make a little flower
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11.cow

Prepare the clay parts needed

Place the eyesPierce nostrils

Make the head

Joint the body and head together
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Paste the limbs to the bodyMake limbs

Make the pattern on the body

Paste the tail
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12.fox

Prepare the clay parts needed

Make earsPress the part flat

Make the head as shown in the picture

Joint them together
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Paste some white clay as whiskersSlightly press the head using fingers

After the clay fully dries, take the 
brooch, apply glue and stick the fox to 
it

It is donePaste the nose and eyes

Use a knife to carve the whisker 
pattern
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13.pig group

Take a big amount of brown clay

Press white strips flat to achieve the 
ripple effect

Make the blue pond part in the same 
way

Use a rolling pin to press the brown 
clay flat and shape it into an oval as 
the base

Place the pond and the brown base 
together
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Use gray clay again to make the small 
stones along the pond

Use gray clay to make the external big 
stones

Make the clothes parts as shown in the 
picture

Paste them together as shown in the 
picture

Place the branches on the base

Use wires as branch interiors and wrap 
them with brown clay to make the 
branches as shown in the picture
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Make the other yellow pants in the 
same way

Place the black buttons and straps and 
dot the pants as the seams

Joint them togetherNext make pigs. Prepare the clay parts 
as shown in the picture

The two pairs of  pants are then 
completed

Add details to the ears
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The two pigs are completedMake the other white pig in the same 
way.Next make pigs. Prepare the clay 
parts as shown in the picture

The swim ring is completed Properly place the accessories. You 
may also dress the pigs with the 
swimwear

Make the swim ring the way as shown 
in the picture

Prepare the parts for making a swim 
ring
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14.blue mouse

Use blue clay to make the head

Add a little tail to the mouse and paste 
the limbs and head

Make the body and limbs and dress 
the mouse with a white diaper

As shown in the picture, make the 
ears, nose and mouth and use black 
clay to make whiskers

The mouse is done
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15.brown cat
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Take a moderate amount of coffee clay 
and make a ball as the head

Make the body and join it to the headMake the nose, mouth and whiskers

Make the ears, eyes and eyebrows

Add a tail to the cat and it is done
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16.cow

Take a moderate amount of purple clay 
to make the head, ears and horns

Make the tail and feet and use orange 
clay to make circles as the pattern on 
the body

Shape the body using fingers

Make the eyes and nose and use a 
tool to pierce nostrils

The cow is completed
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17.black rabbit
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Take a moderate amount of black clay 
to make the head and ears

Make the body and little tailMake the nose and cheeks

Make eyes

Join the head and the body together 
and the rabbit is completed
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18.sea dragon

Make the head and use black and 
white clay to make eyes

Use a tool to make the earsJoin the horns to the head and use a 
tool to pierce the nostrils

Use orange clay to make dragon horns

Paste the ears to the head
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Use light blue clay to make the belly, 
carve the pattern on it and make the 
big tail

Make the body

Paste the bone to the back of the 
dragon

The dragon is completedMake the back bone as shown in the 
picture

Join the head and the body together
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19.snake

Make the head, eyes and nostrils and 
use a tool to draw the mouth

Make the body part and decorate it 
with little dots

Paste the pattern to the head

Make the tongue and put it inside the 
mouth

Join the head and the body together
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20.horse
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Take a moderate amount of brown clay 
to make the head and ears

Make the body and little tailMake eyes and nostrils for the horse

Refine the ears

Add black clay to the limbs and tail
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Make a black strip, press it flat and 
carve the hair stripes

Join the head and the body together

The horse is completed

Paste the hair to the body
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21.black goat
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Take a moderate amount of black clay 
to make the head, eyes and ears and 
then brown clay to make horns

Join the body and the limbs togetherPrepare the body and limb parts using 
black clay

Use red clay to make balls as the 
cheeks

Paste the head and the body and the 
black goat is completed
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22.monkey

Take a moderate amount of orange 
clay to make a slightly flat ball as the 
head

Paste the finished ears to the two sides 
of the head

Take a moderate amount of white clay, 
split it into two parts, make two balls 
and use a tool to press on the balls to 
shape the ears

Use white clay to make a circle and cut 
an opening as the face

Use black clay to make eyes, nose and 
mouth
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Use orange clay to make the belly and 
limbs

Use orange clay to make the tail and 
the monkey is done

Join the head and the body together

Use white clay to make the belly skinUse red clay to make balls as the 
cheeks
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23.chicken

Take a moderate amount of yellow clay 
and make a water drop as the head; 
use orange clay to make three water 
drops of the same size as the comb

Use red clay to make a triangle as the 
beak and use a tool to make the cheek 
color on the mouth sides

Use black clay and make circles as the 
eyes; use white clay to make the light 
in eyes

Join the finished comb with the head

Use yellow clay to make the body and 
wings and use a tool to carve the wing 
texture
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Join the finished feet with the body

It is doneJoin the finished head with the body

Paste the tail to the tail partUse yellow clay again to make the feet 
and tail and carve texture on the feet
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25.swan

Use a moderate amount of clay to 
make the neck

Use a moderate amount of white clay 
to make wings

Use a moderate amount of orange clay 
to make the bill and black clay to make 
eyes

Use a moderate amount of white clay 
to make the body

Carve texture on the wings to complete 
the swan
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26.black goat
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Take a moderate amount of black clay 
to make the head, eyes and ears and 
then brown clay to make horns

Join the body and the limbs togetherPrepare the body and limb parts using 
black clay

Use red clay to make balls as the 
cheeks

Paste the head and the body and the 
black goat is completed
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27.hedgehog

Use a moderate amount of purple clay 
to make a water drop as the body

Mix a small amount of purple clay and 
a large amount of white clay to create 
light purple clay

Use purple clay and slightly less white 
clay to make two triangles as the ears 
and then make eyes, snout and cheeks

Use a moderate amount of white clay 
to make the head

Use the light purple clay to make the 
spines and the hedgehog is completed
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28.bee
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Use a moderate amount of yellow clay 
to make a ball as the body; use black 
clay to make long strips and encircle 
the body with the strips

Use blue clay to make two circles and 
paste them to the body as wings

Use red clay to make two small balls 
as the cheeks and coffee clay to make 
water drops as the antennas

Use black clay to make two small balls 
as the eyes

Use black clay to make a triangle and 
paste it to the tail part as the stinger. 
The bee is done
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29.snail

Mix a moderate amount of white and 
red clay into pink clay. Shape the pink 
clay into a water drop as the body

Stick the body and the shell togetherRoll the purple strip up as the shell

Use some purple clay to make the long 
strip as shown in the picture

Use white and black clay to make eyes 
and the snail is done
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30.frog
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Use some green clay to make a pie 
shape as the body

Use white clay to make a semicircle 
and a clay tool to press texture on it as 
the mouth

Use white and black clay to make eyes

Use green clay to make water drops as 
the feet; use a tool to press the feet to 
shape toes

Use red clay to make the cheeks and 
the frog is done
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31.lion

Use some yellow clay to make a ball 
and slightly press it as the face

Use black clay to make two circles of 
the same size as the eyes

Use yellow clay to make two triangles 
of the same size as the ears

Use orange clay to make triangles 
as the hair. Use a tool to press at the 
edge with the same distance to shape 
the hair texture

Use white clay to make flat circles as 
the mouth and paste them onto the 
head
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Use yellow clay to make a water drop 
as the body

Use a clay tool to pierce texture on the 
white clay; use black clay to make the 
nose

Paste the head and the body together; 
use yellow clay to make a tail and 
paste it to the tail part

Use yellow clay to make two lower 
limbs and paste them onto the body

Use yellow clay to make two upper 
limbs and paste them onto the body

Use a small amount of orange clay 
to make the tail tip and the lion is 
completed
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32.brown bear

Use some coffee clay to make a ball 
as the head and two balls as the ears. 
Use a small amount of white clay to 
make the face

Use coffee clay to make a water drop 
as the body and two small water drops 
of the same size as the arms

Use red clay to make the cheeks

Use black clay to make the eyebrows, 
eyes, nose and mouth

Make another two small water drops of 
the same size as the legs. Use white 
clay to make the soles and then join 
the body and the head together
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Use black clay to make two flat water 
drops and one circle to shape a bow 
tie

Use a small amount of coffee clay to 
make a small ball as the tail

Take a moderate amount of blue clayPaste the finished bow tie to the 
location as shown in the picture

Use white clay to make some circles 
and paste them onto the bow tie as 
decoration

Shape the blue clay into a heart and 
put it on the hands to complete the 
bear
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33.panda

Use a small amount of white clay to 
make the head and then the eyes and 
ears as shown in the picture

Use a small amount of black clay to 
make small water drops of the same 
size as the shoulders, and paste the 
shoulders to the body

Use white clay to make a water drop as the 
body

Use black clay to make the triangular 
nose and then pink clay to make 
cheeks

Use a small amount of black clay to 
make water drops as the arms
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Join the head and the body togetherUse a small amount of black clay again 
to make the legs

The panda is completed

Use a small amount of white clay to 
make a small ball as the tail
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34. fox 

Use some red clay to make a water 
drop; use red clay again to make two 
triangles of the same size and press 
them to shape the ears

Use red clay to make a water drop as 
the body

Use black clay to make a few slim 
strips and paste them to the two sides 
of the nose as whiskers

Use black clay to make two small balls 
as the eyes and a triangle as the nose

Use white clay to make a water drop, 
press it flat and paste it to the body as 
the belly skin
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Paste the head and the body togetherUse red clay to make two groups of 
water drops of two different sizes as 
the limbs

Use white clay to make a cone and 
paste it to the red tail part

Use red clay for the tail, shape it into a 
water drop and you may slightly bend it

Use green clay to make small water 
drops, and paste them together to 
shape a flower as the head decoration

Join the finished body to the tail part 
and the fox is completed
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35. squirrel

Use some coffee clay to make the 
head and triangles as the ears; use 
black clay to make the eyes

Use pink clay to make a triangle as the 
little nose

Use a tool to shape the teeth gap

Use white clay to make two small circles, 
pierce texture on them and paste them onto 
the face as the mouth; make a rectangle 
and paste it below the mouth as the teeth

Mix some coffee and black clay to 
create dark brown clay. Knead it into 
strips and paste them to the head as 
the pattern
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Use coffee clay to make water drops 
as the limbs

Use coffee clay to make a water drop 
as the body; use white clay to make an 
oval, paste it to the body as the belly 
skin and use a tool to shape lines on 
the skin

Paste the head and the body togetherBend the tail and paste it to the body

Use coffee clay to make a water drop 
and shape it into the tail as shown in 
the picture

Use red clay to make a love heart, 
put it on the hands and the squirrel is 
completed.
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36.elephant

Use a moderate amount of blue clay 
to make a ball, slightly squeeze it to 
shape it into the head

Use blue clay to make two groups of 
small water drops as upper and lower 
limbs respectively

Join the body and the head together

Use some blue clay to make a water 
drop as the body

Use white clay to make small circles 
and paste them to the limbs as toes
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Paste the lower limbs to the two sides 
of the body bottom

Paste the upper limbs to the body

Use black clay to make balls as the 
eyes

Paste the ears to the two sides of the 
head

Use blue clay to make water drops and 
slightly press it as the ears

Use blue clay to make a strip as the tail 
and the elephant is completed
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37.giraffe

Use a moderate amount of yellow clay 
to make a smooth ball as the body

Use coffee clay to make circles of 
different sizes and paste them onto the 
body

Use yellow clay to make a cylinder and 
paste it to the body as the neck

Make the limbs by pinching the body 
along the mark

Use coffee clay to make a strip and 
paste it to the rear part of the body as 
the tail
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Use coffee clay to make a pie shape 
and paste it to the head as the mouth

Use some yellow clay to make a 
smooth ball as the head

Use black and white clay to make the 
eyes

Use coffee clay to make strips and 
balls and paste them to the head as 
the horns

Use yellow and coffee clay to make 
triangles as the ears

Paste the head and the body together 
to complete the giraffe
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38.parrot

Use some red clay to make a water 
drop as the body

Paste the feet to the bodyUse orange clay to make strips and 
join them together as the feet; then 
make cylinders and paste them to the 
strips

Use white clay to make an oval and 
paste it to the body as the belly skin

Use white and black clay to make the 
eyes
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Use green clay to make water drops, 
press them flat and paste them to the 
two sides of the body as the wings

Use black clay to make the beak

Use yellow clay to make a bow tie and 
paste it under the beak to complete the 
parrot

Use dark blue and light blue clay to 
make water drops and paste them to 
the head

Use a clay tool to shape the wing 
texture
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39.blue owl

Use some blue clay to make a ball and 
slightly press it as the head; make two 
small triangles as the ears

Use a small amount of orange clay to 
make a triangle as the bill

Use white and black clay to make the 
eyes

Use a small amount of white clay to 
make a circle as the belly skin and use 
a tool to shape texture on it

Use blue clay to make the wings and 
black clay to make the feet and the owl 
is done
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40.crocodile
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Use some green clay to make a water 
drop as the body; use fingers to shape 
the head into a rectangle

Use green clay to make two balls and 
paste them to the eye sockets as the 
eyelids

Use a clay tool to press two shallow 
pits on the head as the eye sockets

Use a clay tool to squeeze the head 
part to shape the mouth

Use white clay to make two balls of the 
same size as the eyeballs
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 Use green clay to make two balls, 
paste them above the mouth and use a 
tool to shape the nostrils

Use black clay to make balls and paste 
them to the eyeballs as the irises

Use blue and green clay to create dark 
green clay

Use a knife-shaped tool to shape the 
sole texture; make the rear legs in the 
same way

Use green clay to make two water 
drops as the front legs

Use the dark green clay to make a few 
triangles and arrange them on the back 
to complete the crocodile
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41.butterfly
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Use a large amount of red clay to 
make two big water drops and two 
small ones as the wings

Use white and black clay to make the 
eyes and coffee clay to make water 
drops and paste them to the top as the 
antennas

Use flesh colored clay to make a ball 
and join the finished wings, head and 
body together

Use blue clay to make an oval and 
slightly press it as the body. Use a 
knife-shaped tool to shape the pattern 
on the body

Use purple clay to make circles, paste 
them to the wings as the pattern, use 
red clay to make the mouth and the 
butterfly is completed
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42.leopard

Use orange clay to make a ball as the 
head, orange and white clay to make 
triangles as the ears, then white clay 
to make cheeks and mouth, and use a 
tool to shape the texture

Use coffee clay to make circles of 
different sizes and randomly paste 
them onto the body

Use a moderate amount of orange clay 
to make a water drop as the body and 
orange clay to make the limbs and tail

Use black clay to make the nose and 
whiskers and black and white clay to 
make the eyes

Join the head and the body together 
and the leopard is done
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43.little frog
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Shape two balls for making the body Make four small balls for making the 
eyes

Paste the other ball onto the springPress the spring into the ball and fix it Paste the eyes

6 7 8

Use an impressing tool to shape the 
toes

Use an impressing tool to pierce two 
holes

Make the mouth and the frog is done
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44.little panda
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
clay materials needed

Shape the small balls into the shape 
as shown in the picture

As shown in the picture, make four 
small black balls

Make a big ball and a small one

Make a strip as shown in the picture
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Use a tool to complete the bottom sideEncircle the bottom side with the strip 
and paste two feet

Paste the ears and eyesMake two holes using an impressing 
tool

Make small balls as shown in the 
picture

The panda is completed
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45.reindeer
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Make an oval, slightly press it and 
paste eyes onto it as the head

Paste the red mouthMake the antlers

Make the ears

Make the body part and join it to the 
head

6 7

The reindeer is doneMake the limbs
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46.little tiger
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Make the head, body and limbs

Paste the little ears and paste black 
clay strips to the arms

Use black clay to make balls as the 
eyes and strips as the mouth

Join the head, body and limbs together 
and paste white clay to the head

Paste the tail

47.bear 
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Make the head, body and arms

Paste the head and arms to the bodyPaste the body to the base

Use yellow clay to make the bear base

Paste eyes and nose to the face and 
shape the mouth
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Dress the bear with the capUse white and blue clay to make the 
cap

48.black cat 
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Make the head and ears

Use yellow and blue clay to make the 
eyes and nose and pink clay to make 
the mouth

Use a tool to mark the locations of 
mouth and eyes

Make the body and tail

Paste the tail to the body
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49.rabbit 
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Make three balls first

Put one carrot onto the left hand of the 
rabbit

Use orange clay to make a few carrot 
shapes and green clay to make the 
stems

Make another bigger ball as the body 
and make the limbs

Then put the other carrots under the feet to 
form the whole picture

50.little dinosaur
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Make a ball first, and then shape one 
end into the neck and head and the 
other end into the tail part

Use white and yellow clay to make the 
dinosaur eggs

Use different colors of clay to make 
semicircles and paste them to the 
back, white clay to make the eyes and 
black clay to make the irises

Make the limbs and paste them to the 
body

Use brown clay to make a trunk and 
blue and green clay to make the 
leaves. Arrange all the accessories 
together
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51.little pig
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Make a red ball and press it

Paste the limbs to the sides of the pigUse pink clay to make an oval, put it in 
the middle below the eyes and slightly 
press it as the nose. Make the ears

Make another pink ball, press it and 
use it to cover the red ball

Make a tail and paste it to the back of 
the pig. Use white clay to make teeth 
and black clay to make eyes and the 
pig is done

01.sea lion
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
parts needed

Use the impressing tool to impress the 
two sides of the body to make fins

Use an impressing tool to pierce two 
holes on the nose

As shown in the picture, join all the 
parts together

The sea lion is completed
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02.turtle
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials needed

Use an impressing tool to carve stripes 
on the bottom

Paste the bottom part of the turtle

As shown in the picture, paste all the 
parts together

Then carve more stripes crosswise

6 7

The turtle is donePaste the finished small circles to the 
limbs and back
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03.seahorse
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
parts needed

The seahorse is doneUse an impressing tool to shape a 
fin and paste it to the left side of the 
seahorse

Use scissors to cut excessive parts off 
the rectangle as the back

04.starfish
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
parts needed

The starfish is done

Paste all the parts together and use an 
impressing tool to pierce holes on the 
yellow circles
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05.aquarium
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Make an oval and thin one end

Paste clay to the four sides of the 
wood frame

The frame is doneThin one end of the clay to make 
seagrass

Use an impressing tool to shape a 
shell

4 5
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Paste the shell to the framePaste the seagrass and mar ine 
animals to the frame

The marine creature framework is 
done
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07.penguin
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Prepare all the parts

Remove the film off the spring and 
paste the penguin to it

Join all the parts together

Use an impressing tool to shape the 
footprint

The penguin is done
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06.octopus

Prepare the clay parts needed for 
making the octopus

Paste them togetherUse black and white clay to make the 
eyes

Join the arms together

Paste little yellow dots to the octopus 
and it is done
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Make balls and press them flatPaste the accessories to the house

Use an impressing tool to press on the 
circles

Make white strips and paste one to the 
roof

Paste the circles onto the roof
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01.gingerbread House

Put clay on the white paper board and 
spread the clay until it covers the entire 
board

The house parts are doneMake ovals, press them flat and thin 
one end. Use an impressing tool to 
shape the texture as leaves

Use an impressing tool to pierce holes 
on the green clay

Make green and red strips and twine 
them the way shown in the picture

11

Paste the finished leaves to the side of 
the Christmas tree
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The gingerbread house is done

Apply golden jam
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Make small balls and put them on the 
roof

Make a bow tie

Encircle the small cube with white 
strips

As shown in the picture, make the gift 
parts

Continue to put small balls
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02 .christmas tree

Make the main body of the Christmas 
tree as shown in the picture

You may make little colorful ballsSee the picture

Use scissors to shape the leaves

Paste the balls to the tree, make a star 
and place it on the tree top
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03.christmas tree

Use cardboard to make a cone as the 
main body of the Christmas tree

Make leaves of different sizes and 
colors in the above way and use 
colorful clay to make little balls and a 
star

Use scissors to shape the strips the 
way shown in the picture

Make some strips as shown in the 
picture

Pu t  the  ba l l s  and  s ta r  and  the 
Christmas tree is done
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04.christmas man

Use flesh colored clay to make a ball

Make the Santa hatMake the beards

Make the eyebrows and nose

Continue to make the beards
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Make two little flesh colored balls as 
the ears

Continue to install the beards

Prepare the body partMake red dots as the cheeks

Paste the ears to the face

Make the hands the way shown in the 
picture
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Make a belt for the Santa ClausJoin them together

Carve the hair textureCarve the beard texture

Paste the leJoin them togethergs

It is done
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05.christmas sock

As shown in the picture, prepare the 
clay parts needed

Decorate the stockingJoin the parts together

Use scissors to shape the furry texture 
of stockings

Make fruits for the stocking and it is 
done
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06.christmas house

Prepare a paper cup as the main body 
of the house and trim it to a suitable 
size

Make the roof as shown in the pictureWrap the paper cup

Use a roll pin to press the gray clay flat

Connect the house and the roof
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Make windows for the housePrepare the external wall decorations 
of the house

Start to decorate the external wallSpread shimmering powder on the roof 
to make the house more attractive

Make roof decorations

Make a little walking stick and paste 
it to the external wall to enrich the 
decorations
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07.christmas house

Use cardboard to make the house 
base

Pinch the strips the way shown in the 
picture

Make some white strips

Use brown clay to lay out the external 
wall

Arrange it the way shown in the picture
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P r e p a r e  t h e  d o o r  a n d  w i n d o w 
silhouettes

Paste colorful balls and a star onto the 
roof

Add the window frameAdd details to the door and window

Paste them to the house

Paste a star as the decoration to 
complete the house
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08.deer

Make the shapes shown in the picture

Make the body silhouettePaste the yellow and brown clay 
together as the head

Cut the two shapes in the middle

Make the antlers
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Make the five sense organsMake the legs

Join the body and the head togetherMake a collar

Use red clay to make a long strip

Paste the other parts to complete the 
deer
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09.pumpkin

Use orange clay to make a ball and 
use a tool to carve the pumpkin texture

Complete one pumpkinJoin the parts together

Prepare other parts needed

You may also make a pumpkin with a 
different look
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Prepare the clay parts needed and use 
scissors to shape the wings

Add details to complete the batPrepare the mouth and wings

Paste the eyes and ears

Make the ghost as shown in the picture

10.bat & ghost
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01.white flower hair clip

Make leaves as shown in the picture

Use a knife to carve texture on the 
petals

Use an impressing tool to impress 
flower shapes

Use an acrylic plate to press the white 
clay flat

Add yellow cores
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Add leaves to the flowersSee the picture

It is done

You may use glue to paste the flowers 
to the clips
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02.deer hair clip

Prepare the clay materials for the deer

Continue to complete the remaining 
part

Make the head

Spread the yellow clay to cover the 
entire clip

The deer hair clip is done
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03.flower frame

Use pink clay to make flowers and then 
a tool to impress the petal texture

As shown in the picture, the leaves are 
done

Use an impressing tool to shape leaves

Make four leaves and paste them

Thin one end of the white clay
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All the accessories are preparedUse scissors to shape flowers

Use green clay to make a strip-shaped 
vine

Use a tool to assist the pasting

Use glue to paste the flowers to the 
frame

Twine the vine among the flowers
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04.flower ring

Prepare the clay materials needed

Make the balls into stripsPrepare three colors of clay and shape 
them into balls

Use an impressing tool to press on the 
flattened circle

Roll the strips up as flowers
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Paste the flowers to the blue clay 
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The flowers are done Continue to make flowers

Paste the white petal to the wreath and 
the wreath is done

Paste the wreath to the ring and the 
flower ring is done

Take a white clay and press it with a 
pressing tool to make the white petal

Apply glue to the ring
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05.flower ring

Prepare the materials

Surround the core with the petals and 
paste it to the ring

Apply glue to the ring

Use an impressing tool to pierce holes 
on the circular clay to make the core

Wear the ring and it is done
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06.clown keychain

As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials needed

The clown keychain is donePierce the keychain into the clown end

Join all the clown parts together
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07.dolphin keychain
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials

Press the white clay flat and thin one 
end as the belly

Slightly bend the pointy end down

Use blue clay to make a ball and thin 
one end as the body

Join the white and blue clay together
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Make the tail and fins

Use an impressing tool to shape the 
mouth

Paste the tail and fins to the body

Mix the white and blue clay

Impress the belly using an impressing 
tool

Paste the eyes
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Paste the thin ends together as the 
back

Hang the keychain at the mouth

Use an impressing tool to pierce a hole 
on the body

Thin one end of the mixed clay

Paste the back to the hole
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01.flower pot

Make a pot as shown in the picture

Make red petalsUse an impressing tool to impress the 
circular clay to shape petals

Prepare a few pieces of circular clay

Paste the petals orderly, put in the core 
and insert the peduncle. The flower is 
done
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Put all the petals and leaves in the pot 
orderly

Make oval clay, thin one end and use 
an impressing tool to impress it

Press the impressing tool on the 
circular clay

Take out the part other than the tool 
itself

Prepare circular clay and the impressing 
tool

Press the tool handle to push out the 
heart shape

12 13

The flower pot is doneThe heart shape is done
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02.plant

Prepare the materials as shown in the 
picture

Prepare the materials as shown in the 
picture

The pot is done

Paste the parts together to make a pot

Use an impressing tool to impress the 
rectangle
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Make little petals as shown in the 
picture

Use the impressing tool to pierce holes

Paste the pieces of clay together to 
make the succulent

As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials needed

Make the cactus

Make the vine
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As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials needed

The vine is done

As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials needed

Paste the flower to the cactus

Use an impressing tool to pierce holes 
on the green clay to make the cactus

Paste the pieces of clay together and 
the succulent is done

18 19

Make some balls as stones and put 
them in the pot

All the plants are done Put the plants orderly in the pot and 
the plant pot is done

20
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03.pink rose

Make pink strips as shown in the 
picture and press them flat using a 
pressing plate

Paste the leavesRoll up the pink strips and paste the 
petals

Use a knife to add details to the leaves

It is done
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04.water lily

Prepare pink and white clay

Adjust the petal shape using fingersMake the gradient petals as shown in 
the picture

Mix them the way shown in the picture

Use green clay to make the lotus and a 
knife to pierce dots
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05.pink flower

Use pink clay to shape petals and then 
a tool to carve the petal texture

Surround the core with the petalsFold the core

Take five pieces of core parts from the 
materials

Put the petals one by one to shape a 
blooming flower
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Carve texture on the leavesPress green clay into circles as the 
lotus leaves

Start to paste the petalsAll the materials are prepared

Wrap a wire with green clay as the 
peduncle

Join the flower parts together
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Mix l ight green clay with a small 
amount of clay, but keep the two colors 
separate

Put the fertilizers in

The plant pot is donePut the petals in the pot one by one

Shape the petals

Paste a few pieces of candy to the pot 
exterior
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06.fleshy flower pot

Take white and black clay

The fertilizers are doneAs shown in the picture, divide the strip 
into a few pieces as fertilizers

Make strips using the two colors of 
clay and mix them together, but do not 
completely mix them evenly

Make a flattened circle, use a finger to 
slightly press the middle part to make a 
pot
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02.cake

Prepare the clay as shown in the 
picture

Twist the three white stripsUse an acrylic board to shape white 
clay into strips

Shape the flesh colored clay into a 
cylinder and use a tool to carve the 
cake pattern

Cut it to an appropriate length
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01.cookie

Make a ball

Pierce holes using an impressing toolUse a toothbrush to pierce dots

Use fingers to slightly press it

Use black clay to make grape seeds 
and put them in the holes
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03.cake

Prepare the clay materials as shown in 
the picture

Make four layersUse a pressing plate to shape cakes

Mix the colors

Make two pieces consisting of two 
layers each
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It looks the way shown in the picturePlace it on the sponge as cream

Spread the candies to make the cake 
more vivid

Place the cherries and leaves

Use green clay to make the cherry 
leaves

The cake is done
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04.cake

As shown in the picture, prepare the 
materials needed

Make the figure’s headUse an impressing tool to impress the 
strip

Make two flattened circles of different 
sizes as the cake base

Paste the arms
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See the pictureThen join the two pieces together and 
use a tool to add texture to it

It is doneSpread the candies

Squeeze the chocolate paste
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The cake is done It is done
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Spread heart-shaped candies around 
the cake
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Make a rainbow using blue, pink, red 
and yellow clay

Paste the feet

Make cookiesPut the finished rainbow behind the 
little figure

Use an impressing tool to impress the 
flattened circles

Put the cookies around the cake
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The cake roll is completedPlace decorations on the cream

It is done

Apply golden paste
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05.cake

Prepare brown and yellow clay and 
press them to shape flat strips

Make two strips, with one standing on 
the other

Roll up from one end to make the cake

Paste the two strips together

Manually shape the cream
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Put the eggPut the vegetables on the first piece of 
sandwich

Paste the first and second pieces 
together

Use a tool to pierce holes on the third 
piece of sandwich

Put the bacon on the second piece of 
sandwich

Cover them with the third piece to 
complete it

Use scissors to cut the excessive parts
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06.sandwich

Take a piece of yellow clay, press it flat 
and use scissors to shape a triangle

As shown in the picture, prepare all the 
materials

Mix and knead red and white clay 
without completely mixing them to 
make the bacon

Manually shape the vegetable strips
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Make the beef partMake the tomato part

Use white clay to make the saucePaste the parts together

Make a layer of eggs

Place the vegetable and cover it with 
the bread to complete the hamburger
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07.hamburger

Prepare the clay parts as shown in the 
picture

Make the vegetable part and use a tool 
to shape the texture

Use an impressing tool to impress the 
bread to shape the texture

Make the bread part

See the picture
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09.hot dog

Prepare the clay materials as shown in 
the picture

Use yellow clay to make strips as the 
mayonnaise

Make the sausage

Shape the flesh colored clay into bread 
and use an impressing tool to shape a 
strip in the middle

Place it on the hot dog and it is done
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08.french fries

Use yellow clay to make chips

Use red clay to wrap the chipsPlace the chips in the red rectangle

Take a piece of red clay, press it flat 
and shape it into a rectangle

Put them on the white plate and add 
the red sauce
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Add the chocolate pastePaste the two balls together

It is donePlace heart-shaped candies

Add decorations

You may also make a chocolate 
f lavored ice cream in the above 
method
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10.ice cream

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

See the pictureMix a little bit red clay and relatively 
more white clay without completely 
mixing them evenly

Make a white snow ball and use a tool 
to shape the texture

Use a tool to make the details
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Put the strawberriesPlace white clay the way shown in the 
picture

Place the creamUse white clay to make strips and twist 
them as cream

Use pink clay to make a strip and place 
it

See the picture
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11.sundae

Prepare the clay parts as shown in the 
picture

Continue to make more strawberriesMake a small strawberry and use an 
impressing tool to pierce holes on it

Use red clay to make red balls

Put a pile of light pink clay on the bottom
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01.pirate

Make the head and ears

Continue to assemble the hair partMake the f ive sense organs and 
moustache

Use black clay to make strips as the 
hair

Make a big beard

15
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Squeeze red sauce onto it

Put them on the sundae
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Spread candies onto it

Trim it using a tool

Make Oreos

It is done
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Make clothes detailsMake a zipper for the clothes

Make the handsJoin the head and body together

Make the buttons

Add details to the sleeves
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Make a hat and paste it to the headAssemble the beard part

Make the body partUse scissors to shape a rectangle

Prepare the clothes for the body part

Make the belt
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02.little girl

Prepare the clay parts as shown in the 
picture

Make the earsUse a tool to shape the hair texture

Join the head and hair parts together

Make the eyes
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Continue to paste the hands to the 
body

Continue to add details

Make a sailboat and paste the pirate to 
it

Use pigment to draw colors on the 
foam plate

Make the legs

Add some details to the sailboat
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03.bride and groom

Make the groom’s head first

Use an impressing tool to make the 
hair texture

Paste it to the head

Press black clay flat to make the hair

Thin one end of the black clay to make 
the sideburn part
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Make a bow tieWhen the clay dries, use a pen to draw 
the mouth and nose

Join the spring and the body together 
and then paste the limbs

Prepare the girl’s body parts

Make a hair band for the girl

The girl is completed
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Prepare a wireMake the pants

Prepare another wireConnect the upper and lower body 
parts

Insert the wire into the upper body and 
connect it to the legs as support

Connect the head and the body
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Join the hair part to the headUse an impressing tool to make the 
texture

Make the body and neckMake the five sense organs

Add hair details

Use scissors to cut the excessive part
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Paste the sideburnsMake little sideburns

Continue to complete the five sense 
organs

Paste it to the head

Make the bun

Make the wedding dress
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Start to make the bride’s headThe broom is done

Continue with the hairMake the hair texture

Make the hair part using brown clay

Add detailed texture
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Paste them onto the wedding dressUse a tool to shape the pattern shown 
in the picture

Make the neckPaste them to the wedding dress as 
decorations

Use pinky white clay to make strips

See the picture
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Use white clay to make a strip and 
then a roll pin to roll it flat

Use a tool to make the texture

Use the roll pin to roll white clay flat 
into an oval

Paste the pattern to the wedding dress

Use fingers to shape the pattern shown 
in the picture

Divide the oval into two halves
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01.bed

Prepare brown, blue and white clay 
materials as shown in the picture

Prepare the bed parts as shown in the 
picture

Knead it into steelblue color

Paste the three colors of clay together

Use an impressing tool to impress the 
headboard
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Make a bridal bouquet for the brideMake the hands

Paste the head to the body and the 
bride is completed

Put it into the bride’s hands

Put the groom and the bridge together
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02.chair

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

Make a flattened circle, thin one end 
and put a ball on the upper part

Make a strip and paste it to the edges 
of the backrest

Use an impressing tool to impress the 
backrest

Use an impressing tool to pierce a hole 
on the ball

76 8

Make two fillet rectangles and press 
them flat; make strips to twine the 
rectangles as pillows

As shown in the picture, the bed head 
is completed

Put the finished pillows on the bed and 
it is done
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03.cabinet

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

Put the small cuboid on the top of the 
big one and paste the handles. The 
cabinet is done.
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Paste the finished decorations to the 
armrests

The backrest is done

Use an impressing tool to pierce a hole 
on the small circle and carve the big 
one to complete the throw pillow

Make a small circle and a big one and 
press the big one flat

Jo in  the armrests  and backrest 
together to complete the chair

Put the throw pillow on the right of the 
chair and it is done
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Prepare the accessories as shown in 
the picture

Make cylinders, thin one end and insert 
them into the vase

The bedside table is completed

Make the table lamp by pasting the 
accessories together in the way shown 
in the picture
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04.bedside table

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

The table is doneUse an impressing tool to pierce a hole 
on the flat circles

Paste the flat circles to the table front 
and encircle the table with the brown 
strips

Make a small ball, slightly press it and 
use an impressing tool to impress it to 
make a vase
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06.desk

Make a big cuboid and press it flat; use 
an impressing tool to pierce dense dots 
on the cuboid as a carpet

Put the vase on the desk A desk set is donePaste the parts together to make a 
desk the way shown in the picture

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture
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05.washer

Prepare the parts for making the 
washer

Continue to paste decorationsPaste decorations

Use scissors to cut excessive parts

Put clothes on the washer
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01.potato

Make an oval and slightly press it to 
make the potato

The potato is doneUse an impressing tool to pierce a hole 
on the potato as the mouth

Paste the eyes
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07.sofa

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

The sofa is done Put the finished desk with the vase and 
a set of furniture is completed

Make four cuboids and slightly press 
them flat as throw pillows

Combine the parts to form a sofa
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03.tomato

As shown in the picture, use red clay 
to make a ball; then make five ovals, 
press them flat and thin one end to 
make the leaves

Paste the eyes and the lovely tomato 
is done

Paste the leaves to the ball to make 
the tomato
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02.eggplant

As shown in the picture, make a 
cylinder, thin one end and slightly bend 
it to make the eggplant

Paste the eyes on the eggplant and it 
is done

Paste the leaves to the top of the 
eggplant

Prepare the eye parts and leaves as 
shown in the picture
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05.corn

Make a cylinder and thin one end

Paste the yellow peels to the corn 
surface and the corn is completed

Use an impressing tool to carve the 
pattern on the cylinder to make the 
corn
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04.broccoli

Prepare the materials as shown in the 
picture

The broccoli is donePaste the finished balls to the top of 
the cylinder to make the broccoli

Use an impressing tool to pierce holes 
on the balls
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07.vegetable basket

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture

Make six ovals of the same size as 
eggs and put the vegetables made 
previously into the basket

Prepare the parts as shown in the 
picture
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06.pepper

Make a cylinder

As shown in the picture, paste the 
leaves to the pepper and it is done

Use an impressing tool to impress the 
cylinder to make the pepper
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